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York Region A Brief History 
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Highway 404 (1970’s) Viva  (Today) 

Richmond Hill Centre (Post 2031) 

Year 



Transportation The #1 Issue Facing the Region 
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What is the single most important problem facing your municipality today?  
(Environics Fall 2013 Survey) 

1 in 3 residents surveyed feel Transportation is the #1 issue facing the Region 
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Current Reality 

Improve Mode Choice for Small Trips 

• 81% of AM peak work trips 
made by car 
– 96% of trips less than 5 km are 

made by car 
 

• 13% of AM peak work trips 
made by public transit 
– <4 % of trips within York are 

made using transit 
– few trips less than 15 km are 

made using GO Rail 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore, we need to:Create finer grid networkAddress sidewalk gapsImprove transit connectionsEnhance cycling network <4 % of trips within York are made using transit, compared to 37% of trips within TorontoPhoto: GO Station – Richmond Hill



Current Reality 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we better Manage Road Capacity? Our problem is that we have a high percent of single occupant vehicles and we are not optimizing the best use of our roadsMaximize person carrying capacityContinue to implement smart corridors



Growth in the GTA Context 

York Region will accommodate the largest proportion of growth in the entire GTHA 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 2041, York Region will Grow by the equivalent of Durham Region’s current population and employment – the highest growth of any other Region in the GTHASee a 70% increase in trips that start and end in the Region with two-thirds of all trips starting and ending in the RegionContinue to grow as a destination for jobs for workers in Toronto and other Regions



York Region Population and Employment Growth 
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Amendment 2 to the Growth Plan introduces new forecasts to 2031 and 2041 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DKThe Region of York is one of the fastest growing regions in Ontario. Region will experience significant growth (from 1.1M in 2014 to 1.8M in 2041; The Region’s employment growth also continues to steadily increase, outpacing the provincial and GTA averages in 2014 and averaging 3% rate of increase each year since 2010.Transit is vital to the intensified, smart growth happening today in our communities.It is the necessary link between our emerging urban growth centres and the essential component to ensure York Region continues to thrive. Not only will this help ease congestion, but it will be easier to move goods through the Region and the GTHA.



Transportation Master Plan 

This TMP Update is building on a 
strong base from 2002 and 2009. 

Why update it now? 
Coordinate with the Water and 
Wastewater Master Plan Update, the 
Regional Official Plan Review and the 
next Development Charges Bylaw  
 
Address infrastructure needed for 
population and employment growth to 
2041 (Growth Plan Amendment 2) 
 
Respond to public interests and emerging 
trends – provide accessibility, improve 
mobility and manage congestion 

Page 3 

Your Community, Your say 

? 
2002 

2009 

2016 
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Study Progress 
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Transportation Master Plan Study Stages 

Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Phases 

We are in Stage 3.  The TMP is scheduled to be completed by Q2 2016 
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Link Transportation to Social and Community Needs 
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• Integrating social and community 
objectives as a core component of the 
updated Transportation Master Plan. 
 

• Master Plan to support live/work 
balance, access to employment and 
institutional opportunities. 
 

• Linkage between transportation and 
social/community objectives and 
benefits is non-traditional in the 
transportation master planning 
process. 



Key Transportation Policy Considerations  

• Building future corridors 
 
• Regional role in public parking 
 
• Redefining boulevard jurisdiction on Regional 

roads 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the TMP update and to support the Expand and Transform Tactics we are looking at a number of new policy areas.These include:Boulevard jurisdictionA finer grid road networkBetter integration of goods movementCorridor evolutionRegional commuter parkingI will now present each of these in more detail.
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Issue/Opportunity: 
• Can’t build our way out of congestion 
• Major shifts away from SOV’s is 

required  
Proposed Policy Direction:  
1. Allocate corridor capacity to 

maximize person throughput.   
2. Widening corridors to six lanes 

only in conjunction with HOV or 
reserved bus lanes 
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Building Future Corridors 



Issue/Opportunity:  
• Oversupply of free parking discourages the use of sustainable modes  
• Regional role currently limited to coordinating transit park and ride at a 

handful of sites, resulting in a lack of governance, coordination, and 
funding  

Proposed Policy Direction:  
1. Region to develop a Regional Parking Strategy 

Commuter Parking Management 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bottom Line: Provision of paid parking will encourage alternative modes and manage traffic congestion, including support for transit and carpooling. This will support an interconnected system and promotes active healthy living and a sustainable, resilient climate. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Issue/Opportunity:Oversupply of parking:High parking ratios required based on current market trends, particularly for office developments; surface parking lots to service major officeMost existing parking by-laws specify “minimum parking ratios” but not “maximums”May be necessary in initial stages of C&C development, but will be difficult to phase out with improvements in transit service and other parking solutions Abundance of free parking at some GO transit stations increases congestion and discourages use of local transit Lack governance and coordination:Currently, no agency has taken responsibility for public off-street parking in urban areas in YRPlanning parking facilities is currently done in a silo process with narrow definitions of parking responsibilities of the individual transportation service operator / agency, few mechanisms to develop shared public parking Limited Regional role in provision of parking:YR has limited role in parking supply and operation, although parking relates to and supports key Regional priorities, specifically in the C&CsRegional role limited to coordinating YRT/Viva park and ride at a handful of sitesLAM’s relied on to develop parking policies, programs and services that support Regional objectives Funding issues:Structured parking (above or below ground) is required in C&C, but costly and cannot be recovered by commercial rents or budget Funding is a key issue in providing park and ride lots as well as off-street public parking in C&CsNot about revenue generation, but about demand management  On street parking:Recommended Policy Direction:Develop a Regional Parking Strategy, that addresses all needs:Supports the completion of YRT/viva Park and Ride Strategy and integrates recommendations within TMP On-street parking on Regional roads, in urban and non-urban areasSupports coordination with Metrolinx and MTO for new carpool lots to support HOV networks that supports transit usageClarifies the Regional and LAM role in supporting parking policy and/or parking management Identifies and implements pilot projects for paid parkingTrip planning applications and other technology



Issue/Opportunity:  
• Region does not have jurisdiction over infrastructure elements within 

boulevards, impacting service and project delivery 
• Gaps in active transportation network result in lack of accessibility to 

transit stops 
• Responsibility for off-street bike lanes is unclear 
• Require changes to increase efficiency, support key Regional objectives  
Proposed Policy Direction:  
1. Region to assume jurisdictional responsibility for all boulevard 

elements within Regional right-of-way  
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Boulevard Jurisdiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bottom line: Increased responsibility over boulevard elements will support increased connectivity and support for transit and active transportation, streamlined delivery of capital projects, greater response time and service level delivery to all stakeholders and increased efficiency in our business. Interconnected cycling and walking networks support more sustainable modes of transportation, lessening impacts on the environment.  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Issue/Opportunity: Jurisdictional conflicts and lack of direction on governance:Region owns the ROW along RR but does not have jurisdiction over boulevard elements such as sidewalks, lighting and cycling facilities, causing servicing issuesRegion has increasing interest in boulevard elements along RR corridorsLack of clarity or policy around responsibility for capital and maintenance of off-street bike lanes Conflicts in provision of services:Lack of clarity around jurisdiction over boulevard elements causes delays in delivering roads, sidewalks and boulevard elements, results in lack of connectivity to transit stops on RRTransit service provided based on demand, budget and community needs; sidewalks provided based on capital budget availability, not need or demandO&M for sidewalks and multi-use paths done via different operating procedures among 9 LAM’sEmerging Policy Direction: Region to assume all jurisdictional responsibility (construction, maintenance, and operations) for all boulevard elements, fence to fence, within Regional right of way (sidewalks, cycling facilities, illumination, landscaping, etc.), with exception of sub-surface hard infrastructure such as watermains, etc.  
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Network Planning 

Network Development Tactics 
 
 
 
 

Optimize 
What we are already 

planning to do 

Expand  
Our services creating 

new ways to get 
around 

Transform 
Our system to manage 
demand and leverage 

technology 
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Elements of all three are required to address future transportation needs and opportunities. 

    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For ease of understanding and presenting the information we have created three broadly defined tactics. These are:Tactic 1: OPTIMIZE – continuing what we are already doing – building transit, expanding the road network, increasing transit service. Not proactively changing network. Congestion will worsen. Tactic 2: EXPAND – new types of services creating more capacity and delivering new services to give road users/customers a real choice to eliminate the car.yTactic 3: Transform: Changing how, when and the way people travel through demand management, technology and innovation



Provincial Highways 

GO Transit Lines 

Regional Roads 

Rapidways 

Subway 

Local Roads 

An integrated network is key to meeting Vision 2051 

Advancing an Integrated Transportation Network 
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Provincial 
Highways 
GO Transit 
Lines 
Regional 
Roads 
Rapidways Subway Local 

Roads 
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Advancing an Integrated Transportation Network 
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Major Initiatives 
 
• Extend Yonge Subway to Richmond Hill 
• Complete Viva Network 
• Leverage Regional Express Rail (RER) 
• Expand coverage of YRT frequent transit 

network 
 

Objective 1: Create a World Class Transit System 



Major Initiatives 
 
• Implement smart corridors 
• Expand HOV network 
• Develop a finer grid road network 
• Implement creative solutions to address traffic bottlenecks 
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Objective 2: Develop a Road Network Fit for the Future 



Major Initiatives 
 
• Accelerate cycling projects that connect to transit 

spines and Regional centres 
• Complete Lake-to-Lake walking and cycling route 
• Fill gaps in sidewalk network in urban areas 
• Work with MTO to make freeway interchanges 

walk and cycle friendly 
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Objective 3: Integrate Active Transportation in Urban Areas 



Major Initiatives 
 
• Provide safe and convenient 

walking/cycling opportunities to 
mobility hubs 

• Manage parking supply and demand 
with innovation, pricing, and 
technology 

• Support transit-oriented 
development 
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Objective 4: Make the Last Mile Work 
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Public Engagement Summary 

Shaping the future of York Region through Collaborative Public Engagement 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AYFtMSoXlc
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Public Engagement Summary 
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TMP has received feedback from more than 2,000 people and has reached more than 100,000 
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Next Steps for the TMP 
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The Transportation Master Plan will be finalized in 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following public open houses – project team to develop recommended transportation network



Thank you! Comments and Questions? 
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